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Putting the right person in the right place.

YES! Let’s be part of this 
MOOC momentum.

How do we phase the project?

What are the main milestones?

When are the main deadlines?
Timemanagement?

When are people available?

How do we notify problems 
on time?

How do we phase the project?

What are the main milestones?

When are the main deadlines?
Timemanagement?

When are people available?

How do we notify problems 
on time?

MOOC...sounds like a 
mammal, a cow perhaps?

MOOC, something Online?

What if we create a MOOC?

Will our existing course fit 
in a MOOC structure?

How much work/time does 
it take to create and 
run our MOOC?

How does edX and DelftX 
support us?

I teach in class and am slightly 
familiar with online learning.

Some of my lectures
have been recorded.

Who is on board?
Who is responsible for what?
How much time will everybody 
spend and when?
How do we communicate?
Can we manage this is time?

What can we expect 
from the developers?

Learn more about:

MOOC development processes
Online learning
Experienced MOOC-makers
Steps involved in movie making
Format possibilities
Copyrights
Role of the MOOCs in PR
Use and activate your network
Purpose of test samples
EdX experiences and the platform
Plans and ideas

Organize the On-boarding 
training: How to make a 
high quality DelftX MOOC.

I will sign in for this course.
Let’s prepare...

lack of time

lack of time

alert awake bored alert conscious distracted indifferent alert distracted neutral   conscious   alert

too difficult

boring

help!

maybe 
next year

not what I expected

attention span

Lurkers Lurkers

How do we manage our 
workload and achieve excellence?

Can we create a mini MOOC, 
a characteristic sample for testing?
 
Which week of the MOOC
represents the course best?

Are there other elements that
we can test while producing?

How do we create the course 
announcement?

How to write a convincing
course description?
How to create course banners?
How to write a press release?
Who do we address our network?

How do we create the promo video?

Adapt storyboards
Change video / animations / sound

How do students experience the course?

Adapt multimedia
Change video / animations / sound
Implement changes

Develop surveys

Adapt multimedia
Change video / animations / sound
Implement changes

Evaluate findings

Analysis survey results
Interviewing all people involved
Analyze data sets

How do we assess excellence?

Is the content reliable, understandable and 
inspiring?

How much time did it take in total?
What does this mean, regarding time and costs?

What aspects of the MOOC could be improved?

Has the MOOC been improved?
Will our MOOC be excellent?

Are we well aware of the overall student experience?
Do some weeks or moments need special attention?
Are frequently used elements of superb quality?

Are we well aware of the overall student experience?
Do some weeks or moments need special attention?

How do we close the course in a positive way? 
Don’t we miss opportunities, like:
 Providing overall feedback?
 Selecting and rewarding excellent students?
 Organizing surveys among the students?
 Making students choose for another course?

Provide certificates
Special online ceremony?

Decide on when to rerun the MOOC.

Has excellence been achieved?
 Is all content correct?
 Is the content clearly explained?
 Is the course inspiring?
 Is the university’s identity well expressed?
 Is the overall quality of a high standard?

The course has to be transported
from the studio/edge- to the 
online course environment.

How do we do this?
What if we make a mistake and 
erase our course completely: a horror
scenario! 

The course has to be transported
from the studio/edge- 
to the online course environment. 

Analyse all data and all findings
and draw conclusions.

How do we monitor results?
How do we notify students of new content?
How and when do we provide feedback on videos?
Is the intended way of giving feedback sufficient or do we need to do things differently?

How can we help students in learning more efficiently?

How can we deal with unexpected insights, opportunities and problems?

Do we need to change and improve lectures during the running course?

How do we create awareness for (local) events?

How do we embed current events in our running course?

How do we create new momentum if students lose interest?

How do we organize all this within such short time frames?

Provide information and 
supporting tools to teachers.

Information to help teachers 
understand MOOC development 
and expectations.

Schedules to help teachers 
oversee production processes.
Visual overviews to oversee
production possibilities.

Action plans to help teachers
develop (creative) scripts.

Visual overviews to oversee
existing multimedia solutions.

Guidelines to develop and 
measure quality / excellence.

Information about copyrights.

Provide specific tools, know-
ledge and support to teachers.

Create overviews of the 
existing offline course (or
intended new course)

All the existing presentations

Information about the copyrights

Existing exercises

Intented MOOC structure

Provide specific tools or 
support to teachers.

Develop overall
course design

Analyse content

Develop overall
concept alternatives

Develop initial creative
storyboards for (promo)
videos

Develop proposals 
for animation styles

Guidance in innovative 
concepts

Match plannings Provide aid to teachers
by guiding them where needed.

Develop a characteristic
MOOC sample (like one
specific week). 

Produce lectures

Produce exercises

Produce experience
enhancing content or
interactions

Provide support in reviewing
the MOOC sample. 

How do we assess excellence?

Is the content reliable, understandable and 
inspiring?

How much time did it take in total?
What does this mean, regarding time and costs?

What aspects of the MOOC could be improved?

Support teachers in creating the
announcement. 

Support course description
Support course banners
Support press release
Support addressing the network
Support and production of
the promo video.

Create support on all aspects if needed.

How do we apply for the pitch?
What do we have to deliver?
What are the criteria for selection?

I want to try online education.

I want to improve my career.

I want to learn new things. I want to see what MOOCs are.

I want to meet new people.

online learning?

I am tempted by the video to 
sign in for the course.

Mission edX
Creating a new online-learning experience with online 
courses that reflect their disciplinary breadth. 

Research how students learn and how technology can 
transform learning–both on-campus and worldwide.

Visions DelftX & online education  
Yet undefined but...we strive for excellence.
 What is excellence? How to measure excellence?

1. RELIABLE (go-nogo demand)
The content of the MOOC is correct and reliable.

2. UNDERSTANDABLE
The content of the MOOC is conveyed as clearly, 
efficiently and understandably as possible.

3. INSPIRING
Students experience the MOOC as inspiring and 
challenging.

4. RECOGNIZABLE
The identity of the TU Delft is well-expressed in the 
MOOC.

5. INNOVATIVE
The MOOC implements innovation in learning or 
another aspect.

project director

MULTIMEDIA TEAM

copyright officer planning manager

creative team
scenario developers
storyboard creators
multimedia designers

production team
video experts
animation designers
graphic designers
text writers

research team

stakeholders

quality assurance
innovation team

project 
‘owner’

course
designer

education 
expert

professors / teachers

assistent professors

CONTENT TEAM ASSESSMENT TEAM

copyright clearance

quality assurance

virtual lab designers

quality assurance

content experts

exercise experts

assessment experts

What sort of elements will the
MOOC contain? Like lectures, 
exercises, labs, etc.

How are they combined in the overall
course design? 
By a metaphor perhaps:
Is the MOOC like a guided tour through 
our city? Or is the teacher acting like 
a newsreader? Or is the MOOC like a 
late night show perhaps?

How do we communicate with our
students?

Will lectures be recorded
in classroom settings, a studio,
or outdoors?

What will we innovate?

experience lectures
> mooc scenario? 
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experience lectures 
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experience lectures 
> mooc scenario? 

 

experience lectures
> mooc scenario? 

 

experience lectures 
> mooc scenario? 

 experience exercises experience exercises experience exercises experience exercises experience exercises experience exercises experience exercises experience exercises

YES! I have completed the course!         experience exams
 

experience exams

experience interactions
> labs, simulations, 
discussions, forums, etc

experience interactions experience interactions experience interactions experience interactions experience interactions experience interactions experience interactions

experience exams
 

experience group spiritexperience group spirit experience group spirit experience group spirit experience group spirit experience group spirit experience group spirit experience group spirit

undefined experiencesundefined experiences undefined experiences
(like local MOOC cafés)
 

undefined experiences undefined experiences undefined experiences undefined experiences undefined experiences

What can we learn from this?

How can we communicate our insights?

How do they deal with scenarios, multimedia, etc?

What sort of online courses exist?
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RELIABLE

RECOGNIZABLE INNOVATIVE

UNDERSTANDABLE

PROMO
VIDEO

PITCH

PING !!

Heee, another interesting MOOC.  
Let’s study at TU Delft.     
 

workpackage
communication

workpackage
teaching

workpackage
multimedia

workpackage 
manager multimedia

workpackage 
manager teaching

meet new people

learn new things
try online educationimprove my career.

actor analysis and maps

process phasing

design processes

production processes

quality systems

Provide insights and define 
criteria for new MOOC
registrations.

What does it take to create a 
MOOC? Make teachers aware. 

How do we keep students on board?
What are the threats?

What are the opportunities to inspire students?

Damn, I failed! Can I retry?

Let’s learn more about ...

MOOC DEVELOPMENT PROCESS IN PROGRESS  VERSION 1.9    
An evolving process map, incorporating research and experience to represent the actual MOOC development.           attention: under construction | 19 November 2013  

Massive Open Online Course

student assistentsstudent assistents

big data 
analysts

online
didactic
experts

virtual
learning

environment
experts

Moocs
promoters

TU Delft
education
promoters

University
branding
experts

process developer

process manager

Produce lectures

Produce exercises

Produce experience
enhancing content or
interactions

COURSE INVENTORY

theory on online teaching

learning objectives

learning activities assessments

tools
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develop video

  

review video

  

adapt video

video online

  

creative concept
storyboards 
production

  

VIDEO

unfamiliar with Moocs

unfamiliar with edX attention interest and desire action build team create planningcourse inventory create MOOC samples review MOOC samples adapt MOOC samples produce entire course test and review course launch course officially close course provide certificates stay in touch

attention interest and desire action announcements course starts introduction WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4 WEEK 5 WEEK 6 WEEK 7 WEEK 8 WEEK 9 ? WEEK 10 ? completing course stay informed start new course study at university

Students

DelftX

Course Developers

Researchers and Innovators (R&I)

Marketeers

Stakeholders

charge!!! define tasks analyse excisiting courses develop processes create tools

on boarding training

on boarding training create detailed planningoversee course content create MOOC samples

course design

design course concept review MOOC samples adapt MOOC samples produce entire course

create announcement

create announcemenst test and review course launch course officially analyse feedback improve course materials close course review course                                             by Mark van Huystee   2013                              faculties

university

run the course

W 1 W 2 W 3 W 4 W 5 W 6 W 7 W 8

students journey

This timeline describes 
how students experience 
the course. The student 
centered approach 
requires a sense of how 
students go through, and 
interact with, the course.

 

teachers journey

This timeline describes 
how teachers develop 
and teach the course. 
Most teachers benefit 
from guidance, feedback 
and support during this 
process (journey). 

 

development
staff journey

This timelines describes 
when, where and how the 
different experts provide 
their assistance. Enabling 
tools need to be built.

 

mission

Specifying visions and criteria to 
guide us through this innovative 
process.

actors

Many actors, many interactions, 
and multiple roles.


